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 The latest release of V-Ray 3.0 is now available. Demo In this project, you will experience how to create an animated 3d text sequence in Revit. The following components are used to create the project : V-Ray 3.0 (or above) 3ds Max 2015 Preparing 3d assets In this project, we will learn how to create an animated 3d text sequence in Revit. The materials used to create this project are converted from
the real life into 3d assets. You can create 3d assets directly from real life and apply it in a 3d model. You can also create these materials from scratch in 3d studio. Creating 3d asset from real life To create 3d assets from real life, we need to prepare two real life assets: a background, which we can assume to be the flat surfaces of a wall, like a background of a painting. an object that we can assume to

be a ceiling. It might be a plane, a cylinder, a column, a hook, or any other, a lot of objects can be used. Creating 3d assets from scratch To create 3d assets from scratch, we need to do the following : Preparation of materials Create a topology of the background. (in our case, the preparation of the background has been already done with the face feature in 3d studio) Create a surface model of the
ceiling. Add the topology of the surfaces to the objects Ensure that the objects are composited Object, material and texture : 3d asset created from real life The 3d asset created from real life is exported as a.vfx file, which you can import in 3d studio. The exported files can have multiple frame in the same.vfx file. Frame 2 is already imported in the scene. Adding keyframes Now we need to add

keyframes to the 3d asset to animate it. The VFX Editor window We can select the 3d asset and edit the motion in the "Curves" panel. Frames Materials The Materials tab Textures The Materials 82157476af
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